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Kobalt kt10152 review

Table Width (Inches)19.56Left Rip Capacity (Inches)17Right Rip Capacity (Inch)30Maximum Blade Speed (RPM)5000CA Residents: Prop 65 Warning(s) Safety ListingUL Safety List Johnny DeppJohn Christopher Depp II (born June 9, 1963) is an American actor, producer and musician. He was nominated for 10 Golden
Globe Awards, best actor for his performance in Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street (2008), and was nominated for three Academy Awards for Best Actor. He's considered one of the biggest movie stars in the world. Depp appeared on the 1980s television series 21 Jump Street and became a teen idol. He
earned critical praise for his portrayal of inept screenwriter-director Ed Wood in the film of the same name, covered by FBI Agent Joseph D. Pistone of Donnie Brasco, author J. M. Barrie of Finding Neverland, and Boston gangster Whitey Bulger of Black Mass. Depp is the third highest grossing actor worldwide, with films
featuring Depp grossing more than US$3.7 billion at the US box office and more than $US10 billion worldwide. He appears on Guinness World Records in 2012 as the world's highest-paid actor, grossing $75 million. His most successful films are the Pirates of the Caribbean series, which brought in $4.5 billion, the
Fantastic Beasts film series, which brought in $1.3 billion, Alice in Wonderland, which brought in $1 billion, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, which earned $474 million, and The Tourist, which brought in $278 million. In 1986, he starred in Oliver Stone's 1986 Vietnam War film Stage and played the title character in the
1990 romantic dark fantasy Edward Scissorhand. He later found success in the animated comedy Sleepy Hollow (1999), Pirates of the Caribbean (2003–present), Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (2005) and Alice in Wonderland (2010), Rango (2011), and most recently in fantasy films Fantastic Animals: Grindelwald
(2018). Depp has worked on nine films with director Tim Burton, producer and friend. He was introduced as Disney Legend in 2015. He has performed in a number of bands, including the rock supergroup Hollywood Vampires, along with Alice Cooper and Joe Perry. The updated Cobalt Portable Desktop Saw KT10152
changes just a few things from the budget-friendly KT1015 workspace table we saw that we reviewed a few years ago. Cobalt removed the outlet support, but increased the left rip capacity by 3 inches. They can also set the sliding rip fence, so they are now entrenzed in place with a latch for quick setup. ProsAffordable
pricePowerful 15-amp engineIncluded stand and low weight make it easy to maneuverSliding fence system more than you'd expect the budget table sawCuts 2x, HardiePlank, and even Durock effortlesslyConsSaw weight, footprint, and smaller table surface makes it hard to accurately cut flat goodsCurre legs well
beyond the end of the table creating a trip dangerKobalt significantly reduced the weight of this saw's predecessor and added three inches of rip capacity. Perhaps the most significant change is the sliding fence - a common gripe in the last version- that now has a latch instead of two. It's much easier to set up and set up
– almost like a premium feature on this budget-friendly saw. Due to the small weight of the saw and the smaller table surface, it is not suitable for ripping tarpaulin goods. I have enough energy to cut 2x, cement board, and so on. Finally, the curved legs extend far enough to the edge of the table creating a travel
hazard/shin buster. In total, this new Cobalt work site desktop saw is a capable budget performer that shows Cobalt's commitment to rapid improvements. What is the difference between Cobalt KT10152 and KT1015? Except for the color scheme, you'd be hard-pressed to quickly pin exactly the difference between the
Cobalt portable desktop saw (model KT10152) and its predecessor, the KT1015 we compared to our jobsite table saw head-to-head. However, if you moved both around, you'll find the new model to be much more nimble. At just 65 pounds, it drops 13 pounds from KT1015. This is a great advantage of portability, but
also the disadvantage of certain applications. We'll talk about it in a moment. The right rip capacity is the same at 30 inches, but left up to 17 inches from 14. Perhaps the most useful change, though, is a makeover of the sliding fence with a double latch on a lock. Cobalt Tools can also add yellow pins to the slide to
register in the fence square. The KT1015 shared a catch of hard-square fencing. There were two independent locks, but he could just as easily have locked him out of the square. A good fence properly aligns itself from the front. Our crew found the fence easy and, more importantly, squared. The sliding mechanism
actually feels like it belongs to a more expensive saw-it's very smooth! Cobalt's portable table saw has a carbide-end blade and 15-amp engine that easily cuts through everything we've had. We ripped a lot of 2x material and even cement board. There's no problem. And the impressive stock blade is still in good
condition after our work. Some of the difficulties of cutting sheet goodsIt will not be surprising that the cutting sheet goods of the Cobalt KT10152 portable table saw (or any jobsite saw) is not ideal. Smaller saws tend to behave like upper heavy ones. The lower weight on this table saw it actually work as a drawback in
this case. Sheet goods make it a little too shaky if you have some ability to help or outfeed support. The fold-and-roll stand we're talking about wider than the saw, which is perpendicular to the blade, but not parallel to it. As you push the sheet goods through the blade, the stand does not provide enough stability where it
is most needed. Some Pro will choose to use track saws for this application, however the under-friendly KT10152 comes in at nearly half the price. Cobalt KT10152 table saw stand The lightweight Cobalt portable table saw works hand in hand with the included fold-and-roll stand to make it highly maneuverable.
However, we do notice a small problem once we have set up the saw. Given what you just said about the width of the legs, it may seem contradictory to gripe the crooked feet stuck too far. But because it curves up and down to the workspace, it becomes quite a journey danger and shin buster (we're talking about
experience!). This is not a deal-breaker, but you should be careful when positioning the saw in the work area. Price We've seen recent deals on the Cobalt portable table seeing it really make it a bargain. The usual price for the KT10152 is $329. Here's a look at some budget-friendly competitors: Skil 3410-02 10-in. table
saw (we have fixed rack): $204.33Ryobi RTS23: $269DeWalt DW745S compact work site table saw (fixed stand): $302.32Kobalt KT10152: $329Skil SPT70WT-010-in. portable worm drive table saw: $343.37The Bottom LineKobalt has made some nice improvements to the table saw. You get a big weight reduction for
greater portability. The fence clamping system now shows a much more confident mechanism. Plus, you get a little more rip capacity. The saw also has plenty of power and is difficult to overcome with maneuverability. The narrow base and light weight make it a little shaky for larger stock or plate goods. We love the fold-
and-roll stand overall, but watching it with curved feet doesn't hinder the way. For price and performance, this budget-friendly saw should expand both DIYers and entry-level Pros.Cobalt portable table saw SpecificationsModel: KT10152Motor: 15-ampspeed (without load): 5000 RPMMicro-adjust rip fenceBevel capacity:
45ºCut depth (45º / 90º): 2.5 in. / 3.5 in. Dust slide: 2.5 in. Blade size (inches): 10Rip capacity (left/right): 17 in. / 30 inch Table (WxL): 19.6 x 26.1 in. Height (to table): 34 in. Closing larynx speedometerFast folding stand 8-in. wheelsBoard storage for parallel fences, gutter gauge, blade guard, pressure bar, power cord
and extra bladesWeight: 65 lbs. Warranty: 3-year limitedPree: $329 Johnny DeppJohn Christopher Depp II (born June 9, 1963) is an American actor, producer, and musician. Nominated for 10 Golden Globe Awards, best actor for his performance in Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street (2008), and
nominated for three Academy Awards for Best Actor for the prize. He's considered one of the biggest movie stars in the world. Depp elevated in the 1980s series 21 Jump Street, becoming a teen idol. He earned critical praise for his portrayal of inept screenwriter-director Ed Wood in the film of the same name, covered
by FBI Agent Joseph D. Pistone of Donnie Brasco, author J. M. Barrie of Finding Neverland, and Boston gangster Whitey Bulger of Black Mass. Depp is the third highest grossing actor worldwide, with films featuring Depp grossing more than US$3.7 billion at the US box office and more than $US10 billion worldwide. He
appears on Guinness World Records in 2012 as the world's highest-paid actor, grossing $75 million. His most successful films are the Pirates of the Caribbean series, which brought in $4.5 billion, the Fantastic Beasts film series, which brought in $1.3 billion, Alice in Wonderland, which brought in $1 billion, Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory, which earned $474 million, and The Tourist, which brought in $278 million. In 1986, he starred in Oliver Stone's 1986 Vietnam War film Stage and played the title character in the 1990 romantic dark fantasy Edward Scissorhand. He later found success in the animated comedy Sleepy Hollow
(1999), Pirates of the Caribbean (2003–present), Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (2005) and Alice in Wonderland (2010), Rango (2011), and most recently in fantasy films Fantastic Animals: Grindelwald (2018). Depp has worked on nine films with director Tim Burton, producer and friend. He was introduced as Disney
Legend in 2015. He has performed in a number of bands, including the rock supergroup Hollywood Vampires, along with Alice Cooper and Joe Perry. Perry.
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